In this note we present a formula which furnishes particular fundamental solutions of linear partial differential equations with constant coefficients. Our construction extends an explicit formula of König (to appear) after the procedure of Malgrange (1955)(1956). The crucial point is that he works with equations rather than with estimations as in the classical proof of the Malgrange-Ehrenpreis theorem. Following his ideas, we obtain fundamental solutions which are regular in the sense of Hörmander (1983); they are of basic importance. Our formula is as explicit as the zeros of a polynomial in one variable are explicit as functions of the coefficients.
The present paper will be subdivided into three parts. In the first part we present an integral formula which for suitable kernels will produce fundamental solutions for the differential operator P(D) in R" , P(D) := J2 c(a)Da, where D := id and d = \a\<m and P is a polynomial in n variables with complex coefficients of precise degree m > 0. In the second part we profit from the explicit character of our formula: If its kernel satisfies certain growth conditions, then the resulting fundamental solution has additional local regularity properties. In the final part we specialize in order to obtain in particular the explicit fundamental solution of König [4] and regular fundamental solutions in the sense of Hörmander [3] . This part forms the main innovation compared with König [4] .
In the sequel we use standard distributional notations as to be found, for example, in Hörmander [2] . Let X" denote Lebesgue measure on R", and let cr be a finite positive Borel measure on C" with compact support. For a bounded Borel-measurable function M : R" x C" -► C we define the functional FM : 2! -► C on the space 2¡ of W°° functions on R" with compact support to be (z + C)\d(Xn x o)(z, C) for ue2 admits an estimation < C(Ar)||*||"+i(AT) on the subspace 2k c2 of functions with support in the set K for any compact K c R" , where
This is a consequence of the differentiability properties of the Fourier-Laplace transform; see Rudin [6, p. 196] . Therefore, FM is a distribution of order <n+l onl". In the following theorem we state a sufficient condition in order that FM be a fundamental solution of P(D). This condition will be verified for a special class of functions in Theorem 3. Here and in the following we use for functions /: C" -» C the notation / := /(-). The set of all such functions k will be denoted by 7777.
(ii) If k e 377 and 1 < p < oo, we denote by 3 §p¿ the space of all temperate distributions T e 77" such that the Fourier transform T is a function in Jzâ nd n,k :=j^\\kf\y,<oo. (v) A similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 2 shows immediately that a distribution S which is continuous with respect to the norm ||| • ||| is a member of 778^ x. In view of Hörmander [3, Theorem 10.1.24, p. 14] these distributions are convolutors of 778e k into 38^\ ■ The imporant special case k = 1 and p = 2 is then expressed by the relation S * 7T72 c -2^.
In the remainder of this article we will exhibit particular integral representations (*) which meet our intentions. This requires a new construction in the domain of polynomials of one and of several variables.
For a polynomial in one complex variable Q : Q(w) = Y^=0Ciw' of precise degree q > 0 we define the polynomials Qk ■ Qk(w) = cgY^ Yl^-ßuYl^-ßiw) for k = 0,...,q , with some constant C > 0. Furthermore, we take the measure r" := t x • • • x t , where t is normalized arc length on T. In order to verify that the associated distributions FMr are fundamental solutions for P(D), we have to check that (*) is fulfilled. We first isolate the decisive one-variable integral representation as a lemma. where in the latter equation we used the fact that the inner integral on the left side is independent of ieT. The assertion follows after summation over k = r, ... , m .
The case r = 0 gives a regular fundamental solution, whereas for r = m we obtain the explicit formula constructed by König [4] , which reads where [•]] : C -> C is defined to be [it;]] = w/w for w # 0 and = 0 for w = 0. Here we did not use the multinomial formula as König [4] did in order to represent his fundamental solution as a sum of derivatives of continuous functions.
